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Abstract / Synopsis   

 

This paper presents an overview of a locally developed mobile Quantity-Distance (Q-D) companion 

application for the Apple iPhone.  The application is a DOS initiative to complement existing tools 

available to assist those individuals involved Q-D activities using the latest released of draft NATO 

Manual AASTP-1, Edition C.       

The paper covers the key functional objective assigned during development phase and provides an 

example scenario that demonstrates the difference between manually conducting a QD assessment 

compared with that using the application.  In concluding, the paper briefly covers opportunities for 

future improvements to enhance the application’s functionality and usefulness to users. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

1.1 Q-D Principles  

Siting new and reviewing existing explosive facilities within a military munition depot 

involves considerable planning and analysis.  A key requirement of siting is the need to 

minimise injury and damage caused by the initiation of munitions held within a Potential 

Explosive Site (PES), be it accidental or deliberate.   Acknowledging constrains such as cost, 

available area, and operational requirements make it impractical to prescribe separation 

distances that would guarantee absolute immunity from an explosion.  Therefore, many 

Nations take a compromise approach.   

That approach, commonly referred to as ‘Quantity-Distance’ or ‘Q-D’ for short, takes into 

consideration the probability of an accident and the severity of the resulting damage or 

injury to identify the necessary distance or the Net Explosives Quantity (NEQ) between a PES 

and an Exposed Site (ES).   Allied Ammunition Storage and Transport Publication 1 (AASTP-1) 

Manual of NATO Safety Principles for the Storage of Military Ammunition and Explosives 

covers the basis and philosophies of Q-Ds. 

2. AIM  

The aim of this paper is to provide an insight of a locally developed Q-D application (app) 

that is available to complement existing MISIAC and other Nation’s tools.  The app is 

available to assist those individuals involved Q-D activities based on the latest draft release 

of NATO Manual AASTP-1 Edition C.   

3. INTRODUCTION 

3.1 What is the ‘Q-D Companion App’ 

The Q-D Companion App is a mobile app developed specifically for Apple iPhones to enable 

users to determine the aboveground NEQ limits for a selected PES in relation to an identified 

ES.  The app enables a ‘one-to-one’ quick assessment between a PES and ES and outputs the 

max NEQ limits for each hazard division.  

3.2  App Development Background 

The development of the app commenced in late 2020 following the release of the revised 

draft AASTP-1 manual, Edition C, to member Nations.  The author, with unofficial support 

within the Directorate of Ordnance Safety, privately scoped the viability to develop a ‘proof 

of concept’ application for the Apple iPhone based on informal User Requirements to 

overcome the perceived complexity associated with the new publication layout and process 

associated Q-D assessment assessments.  

The iPhone, as the target device, was chosen due to the author being an Apple Application 

Developer who has released other apps under the ‘ExpSAFE’ software suite.  In this case, the 

development of the app was a personal challenge requiring no Defence funding or resource 

approvals.   Importantly the author is offering to release this free as an Australian Defence 
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Force initiative to support NATO AC/326 Working Group goals and not seeking any financial 

gains from its use and distribution, assuming permission is granted to publish the app on the 

Apple Store. 

3.3  Functional Design Objective 

The key design objective for the Q-D Companion App was the need for a ‘user friendly’ 

application specifically designed for a mobile device that allowed for quick Q-D assessments.  

The intent was to overcome the ‘manual’ approach of using the AASTP-1 Q-D interaction 

matrix tables and calculating the NEQ limits in the field, a process that can be complex, time 

consuming and prone to unintended errors for someone not experience in site licensing.      

4. SCENARIO DEMONSTRATION  

The following scenario demonstrates the functionality aspects of the Q-D Companion App: 

4.1 Site Q-D Assessment Task  

Scenario:  Determine the maximum NEQ limits between an identified PES and an ES located 

155m apart.   The PES is classified as an ‘open stack barricaded’ structure and the ES is 

classified as ‘Non-Explosives Site Office’ with less than 20 people.  For this scenario, the site 

office is directly supporting the Explosive Storage Area.  In terms of HD1.2.1 licensing 

requirements, the assigned Maximum Credible Event (MCE) is 50kgs NEQ.     

4.2 Manual Assessment Work Flow  

The following workflow is the step through method that determines the NEQ limits for each 

HD.  Refer to AASTP-1 Edition C for specific guidance on the actual process.   

4.2.1 AASTP-1 Interactive Matrix 

The first step is to choose the correct set of QD interactions from AASTP-1’s interactive 

matrix based on PES and ES types.   For this scenario the PES is an open stack barricaded 

(identified in the matrix by the letter ‘i’ ) and the ES is a Non-Explosives Site Office with less 

than 20 (identified in the matrix by the number ‘26a’ ).  Refer the image below. 
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4.2.2 HD1.1 Determination 

Step 1 - Select appropriate Blast Distance (BD) Code and Debris and Fragment 

Distance (DFD) Code.  For this scenario, the codes are BD26 and DFD20 respectively. 

Step 2 – Look-up the corresponding BD26 code in the BD table listing and select the 

appropriate equation based on given separation distance of 155m.   

 

Step 3 – Apply the formula substituting the letter ‘D’ with the given ES distance to 

determine the NEQ limit for DB26; 

     NEQ = (155)^(1.5) =  1 929.7kgs 

Step 4 - Look-up the corresponding DFD20 Code in the DFD table listing and select the 

appropriate formula based on given separation distance of 155m. 

 

Step 5 – Apply the formula substituting the letter ‘D’ with the given ES distance to 

determine the NEQ limit for DFD20: 

     NEQ = ((155 - 67) / 3.685)^2 + 400 = 970.3kgs   

Step 6 – Compare both the BD26 & DFD20 calculated NEQ values and use the lesser 

quantity.   This case DFD26 is limiting code and therefore the HD1.1 NEQ is limited to 

970kgs. 

 

4.2.3 HD1.2.1 Determination 

Step 1 – Note that the determining HD1.2.1 NEQ limit is a two part process.  The first 

step is to compare the assigned value for MCE (this case 50kgs) with the calculated 

HD1.1 limit above (970kgs).  If MCE were to be greater than HD1.1 limit, HD1.2.1 

would equal zero.  In this case, MCE is less than the calculated HD1.1 value so proceed 

to step 2. 
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Step 2 – Look-up the corresponding P1D3 code in the P1 table listing and select the 

appropriate equation based on given separation distance of 155m.   

 

 Step 3 – Apply the formula substituting the letter ‘D’ with the given ES distance to 

determine the NEQ limit for P1D3: 

     NEQ = EXP(70.345/2.606-SQRT((70.345/2.606)^2-(-167.648-(155/0.67))/-1.303)) = 

626.5kgs 

4.2.4 HD1.2.2 Determination 

Step 1 – Look-up the corresponding P2D3 code in the P2 table listing and select the 

appropriate equation based on given separation distance of 155m. 

 

 Step 2 – Apply the formula substituting the letter ‘D’ with the given ES distance to 

determine the NEQ limit for P2D3: 

      NEQ = EXP(2.364/3.154+SQRT((2.364/3.154)^2-(28.127-(155/0.67))/1.577)) =    

184 611kgs 

4.2.5 HD1.3 Determination 

Step 1 –  Look-up the corresponding TD3 code in the TD table listing and select the 

appropriate equation based on given separation distance of 155m.  This case both 

HD1.31 and HD1.32 are the same.  

 

Step 2 - Apply the formula substituting the letter ‘D’ with the given ES distance to 

determine the NEQ limit for TD3. 

 NEQ = (155 / 4.3)^3  =  46 837 kgs 

4.2.6 Summary of NEQ Limits 

The following is a summary of calculated NEQ limits based on AASTP-1 Edition C 

formulae for the given scenario. 

HD1.1 970kgs HD1.2.1 627kgs HD1.3.1 46837kgs 

  HD1.2.2 184611kgs HD1.3.2 46837kgs 
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4.3 QD Companion App Assessment Work Flow  

To perform the same task above using the Q-D Companion App, the user selects the 

appropriate PES and ES via a list ‘picker’ control from the opening screen and then proceeds 

to the ‘NEQ Limits’ screen.   Now enter the separation distance between the PES and ES and 

the assigned MCE limit for the facility.  The application will display the results as shown in 

the screen images below.  

         

Note to ensure the correct Q-D codes are applied for validation purposes, the app 

shows which Q-D code were used in determining the accompanying NEQ limits. 

 

4.3.1 Known Limitations 

The current version of the app has two known limitations; it assumes higher degree 

of protection where two or more choices are available, and for heavy wall buildings, 

the PES volume of ‘less than or equal’ to 20m3 is used for DFD code selection.  The 

released version will rectify these limitations.  
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5. WAY AHEAD  

5.1 Current Status  

As previously alluded too, the Q-D Companion App is a ‘proof of concept’ with a design 

functional objective based on a simple user requirement for one-to-one PES and ES 

assessments.   The current version, identified as 0.9 Beta, meets the intended design 

objective and is available via the Apple ‘TestFlight’ distribution system for testers.  At this 

stage, only a small number of users have access to the app for evaluation purposes.       

Subject to formal support and release approvals, the application will be available as a ‘free 

download’ to all interested parties via the Apple Store.    

5.2 Foreseen Development Life-Cycle  

Depending upon interest, there is the potential to include additional functionality that would 

enhance the usefulness of the Q-D companion app.  For example, the following two modules 

provide examples of how to expand the app’s utility as a ‘quick scan’ Q-D tool: 

o PES Storage Capacity.  This module estimates a 

building’s ‘physical storage capacity’ in terms of 

volume for each HD based on given floor area and 

munition ‘allowable’ stack height.   In assessing 

floor area available to munition storage, 

consideration is given to area taken up by ‘access’ 

ways and munition separation requirements.    
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o Ordnance Disposal Distances.   This module calculates the 

hazard boundary distances for the purposes of siting 

Ordnance Disposal and Burn areas based on IATG 01-80 

Disposal Danger Areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

In concluding, this paper provides a simplistic overview of a locally developed mobile Q-D 

companion app for the iPhone.  The app is a DOS initiative to complement existing tools 

available to assist those individuals involved Q-D assessments based on NATO Manual 

AASTP-1 Edition C.   Subject to formal approvals, the app will be available as a free download 

from the Apple Store. 

 

 

 

 

 


